The American public is more broadly engaged in the arts than previously understood—believing that the arts not only play a vital role in personal well-being and healthier communities, but that the arts are also core to a well-rounded education.

### Arts Experiences

"Most of us seek arts experiences." 73%

"We often experience the arts in unexpected places." 71%

"Across demographics groups, the arts are part of our lives." 68%

### Arts Value

"Art institutions add value to our communities." 87%

"We can be the arts." 67%

"We will support candidates who want to increase arts funding." 63%

### Arts Education

"We believe the arts are part of a well-rounded education." 88%

"We believe the arts should be taught in grades K-12." 90%

### Arts Engagement

"We are making art in our personal time." 60%

"Social media increases our exposure to the arts." 53%

### Arts Community

"The arts are part of our communities." 67%

"Despite the benefits the arts provide, not everyone has the same access to the arts." 45%